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Last-mile logistics (LML) are often characterized as the most expensive and complicated part of the 
supply chain, featuring negative impacts on pollution and congestion in densely populated areas 

(Gonzalez-Feliu, 2017). The arrival of e-commerce has accentuated the number of individual home 

deliveries, increasing the LML flows. Investigating how to improve the efficiency of LML in urban 
areas is a significant driver for the success of e-commerce, and contributes to alleviating the negative 

externalities of urban logistics (UL) derived from it. An automated parcel locker (APL) is a valuable 

solution for these challenges. In our current work, we analyze the use of APLs such as packstations 
or locker boxes as one of the most promising initiatives to improve the UL activities (Boudoin et al., 

2013). The APL has electronic locks with variable opening codes and can be used by different 

consumers, whenever it is convenient for them. Some studies confirm that online shoppers will use 

APLs more frequently in the future (Moroz and Polkowski, 2016).  
 

APLs can be found around the world and receive increasing interest from a research viewpoint. 

Boudoin et al. (2013) and Zurel et al. (2018) presented general overviews of different experiences. 
For example, German ‘Packstations’ have been in action since 2001, with Deutsche Post DHL Group 

starting this business 20 years ago. The company now runs more than 3.700 APLs in Germany alone. 

Similarly, the Posten Norge has started a pilot project in Oslo with 100 APLs known as Pakkeboks 

(E-commerce News, 2020). The pilot project is carried out over six months and is operating in 
cooperation with SwipBox. The test is meant to provide insight for the further rollout of a new APL 

network in Norway. The Posten Norgen company stated that it will soon be possible for consumers 

to use the APL to return parcels to online shops or to send parcels to other individuals. APLs offer 
the possibility of conducting a non-attended delivery (i.e., delivering parcels without a receiver being 

present), thereby reducing the number of failed deliveries (Iwan et al., 2016; Vakulenko et al., 2018; 

Zurel et al., 2018). They consolidate the demand of different customers at one single point, increasing 
the ratio of deliveries per stop. Moreover, the customers use them as both delivery and collect points, 

where they can return unsatisfactory items.  

 

On the one hand, the scientific literature has been devoted to analyzing the potential savings of APL 
usage (Morganti et al., 2014; Iwan et al., 2016). Most authors agree that the benefits of APLs will 

vanish if they require private car trips from the customers. Guerrero and Díaz-Ramírez (2017) remark 

that the APL strategy has not been discussed in the scientific field. In consequence, the actual urban 
parcel delivery market remains understudied. Jlassi et al. (2017) highlight the almost absence of 

system dynamics (SD) simulation applied in the UL field. In those works, local visions are adopted, 

but the systemic (or holistic) viewpoint is not taken into account (stakeholders, processes, 
interactions, and others). On the other hand, one of the most critical expectations of APL users is their 

location. These include the close location from customers' homes, on the way to work, and the 

availability of parking spaces. Many studies did not look at network design issues such as the APL 
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installation costs as well as the required capacity for seasonal peaks in e-commerce. For those reasons, 

a systemic approach taking into account those network components is not only an insufficiently 
considered concept but also a challenging and suitable approach to analyze and plan APL networks. 

 

In this paper, we propose an SD simulation model (SDSM) for the APL as an UL delivery scheme. 
The SDSM serves to understand the APL system components' behavior, and it will be used as a 

decision support tool for future APL implementations. For developing an SD model, Sterman (2000) 

presents a modeling process with the following steps: (i) problem analysis, (ii) dynamic hypothesis, 

(iii) model formulation, (iv) simulation and verification, and (v) policy analysis. Figure illustrates the 
SDSM process.  

 

 

 
 

 
In the logistics context, Villa et al. (2015) presented an SD model that already analyzed the decisions 

and interdependencies between customers, retailers, and suppliers from an economic research 

perspective. Thaller et al. (2017) presented a specific application of SD in UL operations, and La 

Torre et al. (2018) showed an SD model that studied the customer behavior from a last-mile context 
perspective. 

 

For our model, we have considered three scenarios to cover pessimistic (S1), realistic (S2), and 

optimistic (S3) developments. The planning horizon has always been 60 months. The results for the 

number of deliveries (units) after 60 months show a wide spread from around 220,000 in the 

pessimistic case to more than a million in the optimistic case. Obviously, there is a strong impact on 

the number of APLs that the city needs. In the first month, this figure varies from 8 (pessimistic) to 

41 (optimistic). After 60 months, the numbers grow to 37 and 186, respectively. Interestingly, the 

“realistic” scenario leads to a number of APLs required that lies just in the middle of the other two 

scenarios, i.e., the effect on the APLs appears linear with respect to the e-consumers without obvious 

scale effects. 

 

We conclude that using an SDSM for understanding the APL components' behavior is a suitable tool 

to help service companies for future APL implementations. The first approximation of the SDSM 

presented in this paper could be applied for any city around the world, adapting the model components 

to their specific characteristics. Especially in cities in emerging markets, the applications of the model 

could be very useful, considering the few APL adaptations as a delivery scheme in these kinds of 

markets. 
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